
 
ACCOUNTING CLUSTER MINUTES 

Wednesday, January 3, 2018  

1:30 pm – 3:30 pm 

Lake Worth Campus Room BA 304 

 

 

 

ITEM 1. General Education Embedded Assessment (Reminder Only)   
                           

Discussion:  None held. 

 

Data source:    N/A 

 

Action: No action was necessary since no Accounting courses are General Education courses.     

 

ITEM 2. Review of General Education and Potential Pathways (Announcement Only)   
                           

Discussion: None held.   

 

Data source:    Various 

 

Action: Information noted.      

 

ITEM 3. Class Scheduling for A/S Accounting Program   
                           

Discussion: Concern was expressed regarding uncoordinated campus scheduling of classes in the A/S 

Accounting program.   For the last few years the Accounting Cluster had implemented an 

unofficial  “Gentleman’s Agreement” regarding the offering of the A/S Accounting 

classes.  Each A/S Accounting class was assigned to a specific faculty member to teach 

exclusively.  This was done to be fair and to ensure the sections would actually make.  

Most of the A/S Accounting classes (This does not include the AA courses, ACG2022 

Financial Accounting and ACG2071 Managerial Accounting), are only offered once a year 

to ensure that the section would make.  This system has been most effective.  The overall 

enrollment of the program is “fragile”, and this type of planning and coordination is vital 

to ensure our students’ classes will make.  Recently, a few campuses have violated this 

agreement (which we acknowledge was never official) and have become involved in what 

could be referred to as uncoordinated or “rogue” scheduling. This is a dangerous practice 

that will quickly lead to a chaotic situation and possibly a “sections war” among campuses.  

That could lead to sections not making and student’s schedules being adversely affected.  

The Accounting Cluster would like to avoid this scenario if at all possible.      

 

                        A Cluster member disclosed that Dr. Yohe had been contacted for his input on the matter 

and he had suggested that the Cluster begin the Pathways process for the A/S Accounting 

degree, along with placing this topic on the Academic Deans Council agenda.      

 

 

 



 

ITEM 3. Class Scheduling for A/S Accounting Program – Continued  

 

Data source:    Various 

 

Action: The Accounting Cluster agreed to begin the Pathways process by contacting a PBSC 

Pathways Representative to provide direction and advice as to how to begin the mapping 

process.  In addition, it was agreed upon to request that this topic be placed on the 

Academic Deans Council agenda for discussion and possible direction.       

 

ITEM 4. Catalog Changes   
                           

Discussion: The Dean of Curriculum is requesting all department to review our “Areas of Study”   

                        webpages and submit any changes required.  

                         

Data source:    Professor D’Agati and the Dean of Curriculum 

 

Action:             All professors will review the pages and submit any suggested changes to Professor  

                         D’Agati by 1/15/18. 

 

ITEM 5. Program Learning Outcomes   
                           

Discussion: One of our program learning outcomes is being assessed in Tax 1 with an assigned project. 

Over the past few years, the only professor teaching Tax 1 has been Gracelyn Stuart. 

Recently, an adjunct professor has begun teaching the class in addition to Professor Stuart. 

The assessment guidelines require that whatever tool is being used to assess the outcome 

(i.e. a project or test question) must be assessed in all sections of the course. Also, the tool 

must be assessed the same way by all professors. This will require the development of a 

rubric to grade the project that will be used by all those teaching the course.  

                         

Data source:    Various 

 

Action: Professor D’Agati and Professor Stuart will work to develop the rubric so it can be used in 

future classes. 

     

 ITEM 6. Adjunct Textbooks   
                           

Discussion: Recently the Accounting Cluster voted to allow each full-time faculty member to choose 

their own text for ACG2022 Financial Accounting and ACG2071 Managerial Accounting 

(see previous Accounting Cluster minutes).  However, the Cluster must choose a single 

text for the adjuncts to use for each of those courses.  Before reaching that decision the 

Cluster needs to know the publication dates for the two different textbooks.    

                         

Data source:    Various 

 

Action: The Cluster Chair was directed to contact the publisher representatives of the respective 

textbooks so as to ascertain the publishing dates of these same textbooks and to report the 

date information back to the Cluster.  This information will augment the decision process. 

     

 



Attendance: Gracelyn Stuart Emmanuel Danso     

Robin D’Agati 

 

Jonathan Pernick (Absent)  Kimberly Allen Glenn Pate                 

    

Submitted by: 

 

Glenn Pate 
 

Scribe 

c. Minutes Distribution List 


